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Next-Generation Digital Information
Storage in DNA

The density (5.5 petabits/mm3 at
100x synthetic coverage) and scale
(5.27 megabits) of this work compare
favorably to other experimental storage
technologies while only using commercially available materials and instruments (Fig. 1 and table S3). DNA
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potential advantages of DNA storage
(10), while costs and times for writing
and reading are currently impractical
As digital information continues to accumulate, higher density and longfor all but century-scale archives (3). However, the cost of DNA syntheer-term storage solutions are necessary (1). DNA has many potential
sis and sequencing have been dropping at exponential rates of 5- and 12advantages as a medium for immutable, high latency information storage
fold per year, respectively – much faster than electronic media at 1.6needs (2). For example, DNA storage is very dense. At theoretical maxfold per year (11). Hand-held, single-molecule DNA sequencers are
imum, DNA can encode two bits per nucleotide (nt) or 455 exabytes per
becoming available, and would vastly simplify reading DNA-encoded
gram of ssDNA (3). Unlike most digital storage media, DNA storage is
information (12). Our general approach of using addressed data blocks
not restricted to a planar layer, and is often readable despite degradation
combined with library synthesis and consensus sequencing should be
in non-ideal conditions over millennia (4, 5). Finally, DNA’s essential
compatible with future DNA sequencing and synthesis technologies.
biological role provides access to natural reading and writing enzymes
Reciprocally, large-scale use of DNA such as for information storage
and ensures that DNA will remain a readable standard for the foreseeacould accelerate development of synthesis and sequencing technologies
ble future.
(13). Future work could use compression, redundant encodings, parity
Storing messages in DNA was first demonstrated in 1988 (6) and the
checks, and error correction to improve density, error rate, and safety.
largest project to date encoded 7920 bits (7). The small scale of previous
Other polymers or DNA modifications can also be considered to maximwork stems from the difficulty of writing and reading long perfect DNA
ize reading, writing, and storage capabilities (14).
sequences, and has limited broader applications (table S1). Here, we
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Fig. 1. Comparison to other measured by the log10 of bits
encoded in the report or commercial technologies. We
3
plotted information density (log10 of bits/mm ) versus current
scalability as unit (3).
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